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the relatively considerable part played in the art of this time
by the illustration of classical works (such as the Nicander in
the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris and the Oppian in the
Marcian Library at Venice), in which there is an obvious
return to the traditions of Alexandrian art, we notice even in
religious manuscripts the same current of antique inspira-
tion. Instances of this may be found in the beautiful
psalters of the so-called 'aristocratic' series, a particularly
fine example of which is the tenth-century psalter now in the
Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris; in illustrated manuscripts
of the Gospels, a whole series of which shows the character-
istics of the Hellenistic school of Alexandria; and in a whole
group of manuscripts of St. Gregory of Nazianzus, in which
an essential place is taken by picturesque scenes of everyday
life and by episodes borrowed from mythology. The
influence of this imperial and secular art is seen also in the
very expressive portraits that adorn some of these manu-
scripts, for instance those of the Emperor Nicephorus
Botaniates (in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris) who
appears in several miniatures with his wife or some of his
ministers, and the fine portrait of Basil II in the Venice
psalter.
But this imperial art was strongly countered by the
monastic tendency. Against the 'aristocratic' psalter stands
the psalter with marginal illustrations, in a more popular and
realistic style. In contrast to the Alexandrian version of
Gospel illustration, we find the Eastern version from
Antioch; and side by side with the literary and secular type
of the miniatures of the manuscript of Gregory of Nazianzus
there is the theological type, a fine example of which is the
beautiful manuscript executed for Basil I in the Bibliotheque
Nationale of Paris. This monastic art had assuredly no less
creative power than its imperial rival: witness the illustra-
tions of the Octateuch, where at times a distinctly novel
effect is produced by the turn for realist observation which
has made contemporary dress and manners live again for us;
witness also the beautiful ornament, inspired by the East,
that covers with a profusion of brightly coloured motifs the
initial pages of many Gospel manuscripts. But in these
miniature paintings, as in the larger works of Byzantine

